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A blue school, alternative environmental education with emphasis on autonomy, 

innovation & reconnection to Nature

Why is it a worlwide challenge ?

‘You cannot protect the environment unless you empower people, you inform them and 

you help them understand these resources are their own, that they must protect them’

Professor Wangari Maathai

Research shows that studying in a natural environment brings significant benefits to 

children’s intellectual and emotional development.

The global challenge addressed by alternative schools is to provide education from 

Kindergarten to 11th grade with a 3 basic elements curriculum that will therefore 

reconnect children with nature, will help them to have a better autonomy and still will 

teach them the scientific back ground in physics, chemistry, mathematic via biology 

and science. 

First - Land Stewardship:

Students are involved in daily maintenance and hands on education in each of these 

areas by:

Practicing permaculture, organic garden, botanical garden, recycling center, 

aquaponics center, compost bins, native tree nursery, honey bee hives, animal 

husbandry, use of sustainable and renewable building materials, such as cork, sand, 

wood, straw…

Being responsible for the school’s own environment and learning the skills of land 

stewardship. Students come to view these schools as a microcosm of the global 

environment and recognize the importance of sustainable living and conscientious 

decision-making regarding land use and lifestyle.

Second - Local Environmental Education:

Students have classroom one among natural ecosystem . 

The ultimate mission of the local environment immersion program is to familiarize 

students with the biodiversity of the region so that they appreciate it, educate others 

about it, and protect it.

Third - The Global Socio-environmental Studies:

Students are taught to understand sustainability and systems as a web of relationships 

interacting with communities – human and non-human – in ways that enable them to 

live and develop according to their nature. These programs provides an age-

appropriate, in depth-look at the natural history, history and culture of different 

regions of the world while maintaining at its core an investigation into the diverse and 

changing global environment.

World references

http://ecoledelautonomie.blogspot.fr Econnaissance, école de l’autonomie (FRANCE)

http://ecole-democratique-paris.org/fraternite Ecole démocratique de Paris (FRANCE)

http://auvillagedesenfants.fr Au village des enfants (FRANCE)

http://oerestadgym.dk/in-english A modern high school with a media profile (DANEMARK) 

http://www.ukumbi.org/projects/srapou.html (CAMBODIA) 

http://www.steinerwaldorf.org (ENGLAND)

http://www.ecole-domaine-du-possible.fr (FRANCE)
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http://ecole-democratique-paris.org/fraternite
http://auvillagedesenfants.fr
http://oerestadgym.dk/in-english
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Why in Comporta: expected outcome, timing, finance, location

Strength of setting a Blue School in Comporta:

Because Herdade da Comporta has an unusual diversity of natural ecosystems 

(in front of the ocean, with natural beaches and dunes, woods, salt marshes, rice paddies 

and bogs) and an extremely rich variety of flora and fauna providing a wonderful 

ecological living laboratory for children .

Because the school will be integrated into the nature reserve of the Sado Estuary and 

the Community Centre of Comporta - Galé therefore protected from development by 

conservation easements.

Because the campus will be made out of local and natural materials and green 

architecture design.

Because Comporta is located an hour away from Lisbon, an European capital in one of 

the most peaceful and globalized nations in the world, Portugal.

Because they are growing numbers of parents looking for alternative curriculum in non 

aggressive environment but still connected to pursue their own business activities.

The Blue School mission will be to inspire students to connect with nature and with local 

communities, to develop Art crafts and performing Arts linked to nature. The aim is to 

transmit a strong ecological awareness with skills and competencies for the world of 

today and the future and to learn entrepreneurial approaches to problem solving.

The objective is to teach students to make a real difference in the world of today.

Expected outcome

Build a reputation of education in this unique environment

Host families all year round within the territory

Share this expertise with the world and create exchange programs for teachers.

Timing

Link with one major alternative school for a rapid transfer of expertise and teachers 

(such as Green school/Montessori)

To be set up by opening a first school (primary grade) 10 to 15 students with 2 or 3 

teachers

Finance

By private foundations or wealthy individuals

Location

West side on Comporta Links next to Comporta (1km), bicycling to the school and from 

there easy reach sea, dunes, gardens 

A blue school, alternative environmental education with emphasis on autonomy, 

innovation & reconnection to Nature


